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Tiny programs for constants computation Xavier Gourdon and Pascal Sebah May 28, 20031 (The smallest C codes to compute classical mathematical constants)



This page contains some very tiny programs in relation with the computation of classical mathematical constants and prime numbers. Wanted : any shorter C codes for any constants, or tiny C codes for ζ(3), or any other classical constant. Send any new tiny code to : [email protected] or to [email protected]. All the following programs (except the wonderful tiny program that computes Euler constant γ) use the so called Spigot-Algorithm [1], that is, algorithms for which the digits are calculated and printed one at the time.
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Computation of π



1.1



C programs



The following tiny C code computes digits of π. Boris Gourevitch kindly sent me the information that this program is from Dik T. Winter (cwi institute, Holland). int a=10000,b,c=8400,d,e,f[8401],g;main(){ for(;b-c;)f[b++]=a/5; for(;d=0,g=c*2;c-=14,printf("%.4d",e+d/a),e=d%a) for(b=c;d+=f[b]*a,f[b]=d%--g,d/=g--,--b;d*=b);} The program has 158 characters long. Finding the algorithm used is not so easy. Sebastian Wedeniws worked hard to find a shorter program (142 characters) : main(){int a=1e4,c=3e3,b=c,d=0,e=0,f[3000],g=1,h=0; for(;b;!--b?printf("%04d",e+d/a),e=d%a,h=b=c-=15:f[b]= (d=d/g*b+a*(h?f[b]:2e3))%(g=b*2-1));} Jean-Charles Meyrignac pointed me out a tiny code from the page http://www.isr.umd.edu/˜jasonp/pigjerr. The program is by Gjerrit Meinsma, of 141 characters long, and computes 1000 digits of pi. long k=4e3,p,a[337],q,t=1e3; main(j){for(;a[j=q=0]+=2,--k;) for(p=1+2*k;j2?:printf("%.3d",a[j-2]%t+q/p/t);} 1 This



pages are from //numbers.computation.free.fr/Constants/constants.html
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Assembly programs



Michal Majer improved his assembly program and afforded an tiny executable (MSDOS i386) of just 121 bytes that computes 9280 digits of pi. The program can be downloaded here : pi.com. Assembly source code is also available.
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Computation of e



This is a tiny C program from Xavier Gourdon (Jul 1999) to compute 9000 decimal digits of e on your computer. main(){int N=9009,n=N,a[9009],x;while(--n)a[n]=1+1/n; for(;N>9;printf("%d",x)) for(n=N--;--n;a[n]=x%n,x=10*a[n-1]+x/n);} This program has 117 characters (try to do better !). It can be changed to compute more digits (change the value 9009 to more) and to be faster (change the constant 10 to another power of 10 and the printf command). A not so obvious question is to find the algorithm used.
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Computation of log(2)



The two following programs are short C program from Pascal Sebah (Jan 2000) to compute 2400 decimal places of log(2). In the two algorithms, the number of digits is given by log10 (a).n where a is the working base (here a = 103 or less if you want to compute more digits) and c is the numbers of iteration required, the size of the array f[] is c + 1. The first program is based on the hypergeometric representation of x−1 log(1− x) with x = 1/2 (see [1]) : main(){int a=1000,b=0,c=7973,d,f[7974],n=800,k; for(;b 
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putes efficiently Zeta function - Numbers, constants and computation 

Computer age, starting with Turing computations, permitted to perform .... In the practice for computations of zeros of Z(t) above the 1010-th zero for example, the ...... N6. N7. N8. N9. 1013. 0.23717. 0.02671. 0.16887. 0.06252. 0.2073. 0.1530.
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1 The geometric period - Numbers, constants and computation 

polygons circumscribed about and inscribed in the circle. The perimeter or .... Zu Chongzhi (429-500, China) determined 355/113 and also the very impressive ...
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Table of constants with 50 decimal places - Numbers, constants and 

numbers.computation.free.fr/Constants/constants.html. November 22, 2002. Here are given the first 50 decimal places of constants that occur frequently .... [1] M. Abramowitz and I. Stegun, Handbook of Mathematical Functions, Dover,.
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The Euler constant : Î³ - Numbers, constants and computation 

(1750-1800) who used it in 1790 while Euler used the letter C. The constant Î³ is deeply related to the Gamma function Î“(x) thanks to the. Weierstrass formula. 1.
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Collection of formulae for Euler's constant Î³ - Numbers, constants and 

Nov 11, 2008 - This last integral is often used to deduce an efficient algorithm to compute many digits of Î³ (see [6]). ... (Kruskal [9]) Î³ = lim sâ†’1+. âˆ‘ kâ‰¥1. (. 1 ks.
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Varying Constants 

5 févr. 2008 - to a relative acceleration of order 10−13 [40] if the free coupling parameter is fixed to the value given in eq. (14) using a best fit of the theories ...
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8.2 equilibrium constants .fr 

Values are from W. L. Marshall and E. U. Franck, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, 10:295 (1981). Temp.,. C. pKw. Temp.,. C. pKw. Temp.,. C. pKw. 0. 14.938. 45. 13.405.
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Constants of grammatical reasoning 

How can we reconcile the idea of 'constants of grammatical reasoning' with the ... Some progress has been made on these questions recently, through a ...
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Fundamental Physical Constants - Exvacuo 

Compton wavelength h/mec. Î»C. 2.426 310 58(22). 10. âˆ’12 m. 0.089. Î»C/2Ï€ = Î±ao .... 2.013 553 214(24) u. 0.012 in electron volts: mdc2/{e}. 1 875.613 39(57).
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complex strain and the elastic constants 

For a two-dimensional stress system (i.e. u3 = 0), principal stresses can be .... Thus the volumetric strain may be written in terms of the bulk modulus as follows:.
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Vibration-Rotation Molecular Constants for the Ground and (v3 = 1 

Page 1 ..... The rovibrational terms* that we introduce in the matrix in order to calculate the superfine splittings are: ... the main fourth-rank rovibrational tensors.
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Semi-empirical proton binding constants for natural organic ... .fr 

Carboxyl group. The Î”log KH,COOH value for substituent A (A = hydroxyl, methoxy, and methyl) was obtained by subtracting the constant of benzoic acid (log ...
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Semi-empirical proton binding constants for natural organic ... .fr 

a Mineralogy & Environments Group, LGCA, UniversitÐ¹ Joseph Fourier and CNRS, 38041 ..... COOHali = 4.0) and all hydroxyl groups branching off aro-.
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Mechanical constants for B2P2 platform 1 ... - Philippe Lucidarme 

1.1 Weight. â€¢ Mass : Body 1 : 6.356067 Kg. Body 2 : 0.897066 Kg. Body 3 : 1.06215 Kg. â€¢ Density : Body 1 : 2080.745009 Kg.mâˆ’3. Body 2 : 1739.217853 Kg.mâˆ’3.
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Base Units of the SI, Fundamental Constants and Modern Quantum 

definition of the kilogram based on its Compton frequency. We discuss ..... Various other interactions (e.g. collisions) can come into play and spoil the reM sult. ...... [18] A.Huber, B.Gross, M.Weitz, and T.W.HÃ¤nsch, HighMresolution specM.
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Determination of Paris' law constants and crack length evolution via 

[37] M.S.GREWAL, A.P.ANDREWS, Kalman filtering: theory and practice using ... [40] E.J.CHOI, J.C.YOON, B.S.LEE, Onboard orbit determination using GPS ...
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symbols, units, nomenclature and fundamental constants in ... - IUPAP 

Cs. 18 argon. Ar. 56 barium. Ba. 19 potassium. K. 57 lanthanum. La. 20 ...... Ã©nergie libre : U âˆ’ TS. A, F ...... Lewis number; nombre de Lewis : a/D = Sc/Pr. Le b.
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Bayesian Statistical Identification of Orthotropic Elastic Constants 

constants from natural frequencies of a free composite plate. ... Typically the shear modulus and the Poisson's ratio are known with significantly less accuracy from a .... This pdf is equal to a normalizing constant times the likelihood function of 
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symbols, units, nomenclature and fundamental constants in ... - IUPAP 

(3) International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC). (4) International ... A manual of usage in science however must be ... form a = {a} Â· [a], where {a} stands for the numerical value of a and [a] stands for the unit of a. Neither the nam
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Introduction to twin primes and Brun's constant computation - Numbers 

Jul 30, 2002 - (1777-1855) and in 1798 by Adrien-Marie Legendre (1752-1833) ... conjectures: the twin primes (the term prime pairs was used before [5]).
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Measurement of Dissociation Constants (pKa Values) of Organic 

measurements of organic compounds, including low solubility compounds, is presented. .... of aqueous insoluble compounds involves the use .... All other common reagents ... inorganic buffers with the addition of 30%, 40%, .... Summary of pKa Values M
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au T2 2014 Ã  taux de change constants - Sanofi 

31 juil. 2014 - supplÃ©mentaire de licence de produit biologique (supplemental ..... des immobilisations incorporelles de 624 millions d'euros, liÃ©e d'une part Ã  ...
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facilitating bayesian identification of elastic constants through the use 

G. THOMAS Professeur â€“ Centre SPIN. B. GUY MaÃ®tre de recherche â€“ Centre SPIN ...... (2004) (flow parameters in a nuclear reactor), and Mack et al. (2005a).
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